U. Employment Plan Near Completion

By THOMAS PADEN

An affirmative action plan for the employment and promotion of women and members of minority groups at the University is expected to be completed by the end of the month.

Presidential assistant Donald Reeder and Mayor Frank Rizzo that an affirmative action plan is now underway. "It's a new way of doing things," the mayor said, "and it's going to be complete in time for the new academic year." 

Dean Donald Stern, director of the Affirmative Action Office at the University, has been working with a task force of 10 members to formulate a plan that will meet legal and regulatory requirements. The plan will be submitted to the Board of Trustees for approval within the next month.

The plan will include measures to ensure equal opportunity for all students, faculty, and staff members. It will also address affirmative action programs for women and members of minority groups.

The University is committed to complying with all applicable laws and regulations. The plan will be reviewed annually to ensure that it continues to meet these requirements.

Students, faculty, and staff members are encouraged to provide feedback on the plan and to participate in its implementation. The University is dedicated to creating a diverse and inclusive community.

Law Faculty Vetoes ‘All Or None’ Pass-Fail Plan

By JEFF GASPER

The Law School faculty Monday delayed by a vote of 23 to 15 a proposal to require the Law School to adopt an all-or-none pass-fail grading system. The proposal was recommended by the Student Academic Committee (SAC) and supported by the Law School dean.

SAC has already voted to pursue a similar initiative at the University."I don't think the proposal would pass the vote, and it's unlikely that the faculty would support it," said Dean Donald Stern. "The faculty is not in favor of the proposal, and they have consistently expressed their disapproval of the plan." 

The faculty's decision to delay the proposal is a significant victory for the Law School. The University's affirmative action plan requires that all faculty members receive training on affirmative action issues. The faculty's decision to delay the proposal is a clear indication of their commitment to the plan.
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WASHINGTON — The Senate voted Monday to defeat a proposal by President Nixon to give all 4.1 million federal military and civilian employees a 5.5 per cent pay raise, in effect reversing Nixon's March 9 veto of a bill that would have given the raises.

The Senate's vote, 52-40, was a rejection of the President's suggestion that it delay the pay raise so that it could be included in the fiscal year 1973 budget. The Senate action is expected to save the government about $70 million in the current fiscal year, which ends Sept. 30.

PRICE RISE FOR PROFIT REJECTED
WASHINGTON — The Price Commission rejected a proposed government price increase that otherwise would have raised the price of a basket of goods by 3.5 per cent, or about $1 billion. The commission's action is expected to save the government about $70 million in the current fiscal year, which ends Sept. 30.

 Nixon threatened tax cut veto
WASHINGTON — President Nixon spent the week-end in Rochester, N.Y., vowing to veto any tax-cut bill that reached his desk with either additional "budget busting" reductions or a delay in its implementation until after the 1972 election.

Meanwhile, after announcing the second rejection of a price increase request, House noes along, the pay boost would add one billion to the government's deficit for the current fiscal year, which is expected to come to more than 20 billion dollars.

U. of P. Charter Flights
Europe
Sun
In Cooperation With Inter-Collegiate Holidays
Miami
Puerto Rico
Acapulco
Freeport
See Us For
Rail Passes and/or listen, please contact: Christmas '71

Registration is Open at Health Hall Director's Office 594-7268

Second Campus Forum
Principal Topic: Women and Blacks
Audience Participation Invited
President Meyerson and Provost Reitz
Will Participate
General Open Discussion on Other Topics
Wednesday, December 1st
4 P.M.
Room 200, College Hall
DOCUMENTARY FILMS
School - Sponsored Events:

- ANNENBERG MUSEUM WITHOUT "Dona Nobis Pacem" - Christa Spaeth
- "Operation USAK"
- "Children Who Draw"
- "La Iba Straat"
- "Paint the Red Town"

Philadelphia Penna. 19147
Ages 18-24 Cost $5.35

For program, call 504-4791

1421 Chatenel St. • Phone: 445-8255

Weekly Days: Dae. 1, 4, 7 p.m.
Regular Admission: *3
Students:*1.50

213 S. 38th ST.

2004 CHESTNUT STREET

LISTENING BOOTH
FOR REASONS

Just Released!
ON CAPITOL
L. P.'s AND TAPE

$3.19

L. P., 15" IF AVAILABLE ON TAPE

ON SALE ENDS DEC. 4th

ON CAMPUS

Introducing the new
Dual 1218.

At $139.50, we expect it to be
the most popular turntable
Dual has ever made.

For years, the Dual 1219 has been widely acclaimed by hi-fi experts as the finest automatic turntable ever made. And though priced at $175, it has been the best-selling quality turntable of them all. And still is.

Now, most of the 1219's precision features are available in this new medium-priced model, the $139.50 Dual 1218. For example: the twin-ring gimbal suspension of the tonearm. Adjustable stylus angle for perfect vertical tracking in single play. Synchronous motor. One-piece cast platter. Rotating single-play spindle. Pitch-control to compensate for off-pitch records. And much more.

If you've always wanted these costly Dual features, plus Dual's famed precision and reliability, but found $175 a bit high, the 1218 is your answer. And your "best buy."

LISTENING BOOTH
213 S. 38th ST.
Hanging Up on War

By JAMES L. JOHNSON

Apologies concerning the intolerable situation in Indochina should be made to this campus. Students and faculty alike have given their virtual consent and approval to the continuance of a war which seems to be evident by the absurd lack of protest here at Penn. I feel that this attitude must be acknowledged and that the moral of resistance is preserved, or we will have to pay the 10 percent war tax from the government, which may be used to pay for the war.

Conservationists in the Democratic Party are now footing the bill for the war...I am morally responsible for paying taxes. That is, I feel all citizens are morally responsible for paying taxes. I feel all citizens are morally responsible for paying taxes. I feel all citizens are morally responsible for paying taxes.

The author is a Wharton freshman and a member of the Daily Pennsylvania business staff.

1972: The Search for a Democratic Candidate

We Feel We've Maintained A Balance in The Middle East

Don't Rock The Boat

Two weeks ago, I petitioned the Daily Pennsylvania to allow me to change my nation in a news story on the 1972 candidacy of Vinessa S. Muskie. I stated in my letter that my request was not a statement of the Daily's position. My letter, I was also noted to express the views of the Daily's policy as it related to the issue.

A "average" in the course. My reasons for not changing my nation in the story were, for one, that I felt the story was based on information that was not current, and that the issue was not of sufficient importance to warrant the change.

It is time for the Daily to change its nation in the story. I feel that the story is based on information that is not current, and that the issue is of sufficient importance to warrant the change.

The author, a Wharton student, is a staff writer for the Daily Pennsylvania.
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Daly's Quakers Have Tough Act to Follow

BY PHIL KRINKE

Check Daly this problem, see.

Daly's Penn Quakers have some

problems in the offing. Phil, a

basketball-crazed Philadelphian

in the nation's top league, looks

around the situation as one walking

through the house of cards. He

was introduced to Lehigh University

by Lehigh University's national

basketball coach, Bill Massimino, who

had first seen him at a game in which

the best but three stories by game.

In the NCAAs last season and is trying

to strengthen and pitcher this

campaign, 6-6, 6-8 Penn Quakers as the

third best team in the conference to

defensive center Jim Wolf, and still

outsell the competition.

so good that it outsells the competition.

been like a toy company that puts out

That means the Leopards have a lot of

with awesome proficiency. The only

England selections in 6-7 junior Floyd

the Ivy and Big Five titles for the

bought a new toy. The 6-4 John Jablonski,

be the key areas for us," remarked

the situation he was walking into. He

Chuck Daly. The Daily Pennsylvania

ranks UNLV 14th, which is

By TONY KOVATCH

The Ivy League has traditionally

been a big company that just

averaged 14.8 last year but measures

nine games, returns after a leave of

senior Ron Billingslea, who leaps high

charge. Center Jim Masker (6-10) has

down. But the former Quaker captain

re bounder. Corky Csikus l»

addition new lather. The 6-7 soph John

now playing for the Explorers January 20 (the same

words ("I'll come.").

Spartan Paul Westhead has been known to pull

to impress.

It was scoring last year will count this

as a tough player. "We're trying not to

older Red and Blue tours, the

were the key areas for us," remarked

the team All-Ivy selection 6-1 James

The Ivy League has a lot of

with the head strong and quick,

great natural ability and outstanding

the 44-4 win over Oneonta (circa 1944) wound up doing an out-

that masquerades under the title of

be able to shake his "choke" label now

But the former Quaker captain

and Delaware.

By JOHN WENDTMEHRER

The Democratic victory in the

Pennsylvania legislature will put

Pennsylvania residents back on

Ivy League coach Chuck Daly

is expected to see more

improved Foes Threaten Penn's Dual Reign

Crimson, Tigers Get

Nod in Early Polls

improved

Ivy League baseball. The

BC's program. The

an even greater opportunity to show

Bill Pittock. The bananas will be

There will also be a series of homecomings

for former Penn coaches. Dick

which is probably justified, while the

1 records again.

St. Joseph's coach Jack McKinney

will be there to

Jean's 6-6 co-captain and Penn's top
nabs

for Big Five Honors

Homespun Frosh Resemble 21-0 Crew

Homericking Totes Palate Slate

BY JOHN WENDTMEHRER

manner during the

same meeting. In that

Pitt in the NCAA's top three.

season. Penn is the

on its way as putting

the "Brian Talley Deal" -

"Penn will be 15 games and the

and the playing surface,

Bilsky, who formed the basis of the

电力, or to the Midwest," Carazo

He is outweighed by his size

defensive center Jim Wolf, and

nothing new about the gimmick. It

in the team's history. The
day, but the lack of size and

teams. Quakers Steve Bilsky (11),

Amie Berman (21.6) and captain Bill

average 24.4 points in

new coach, the

somebody, coach Bob Daly said.

rebounder. Corky Csikus is guard.

There are few if any players that have

with awesome proficiency. The only

be the key areas for us," remarked

"Hey Bill, you're the

and Delaware.

by the ball from teammate Pat McFarlaad (32) aad Peaa's Bah Morse.

The third man up front will be the

former Penn coach. Daly's father

of the Explorers January 20 (the same

words ("I'll come.").

Penn's Steve Bilsky (11),

in the NCAA's top three.

season. Penn is the

on its way as putting

the "Brian Talley Deal" -

"Penn will be 15 games and the

and the playing surface,

Bilsky, who formed the basis of the

powerful

By BILL WITTER

The bananas will be different.

they will have

Penn's Steve Bilsky (11),

in the NCAA's top three.

season. Penn is the

on its way as putting

the "Brian Talley Deal" -

"Penn will be 15 games and the

and the playing surface,

Bilsky, who formed the basis of the

powerful